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ILS Report to Planning Council 

October 10th, 2013 
Integrated Library Systems Service Area, OLIS 

 
 
POLARIS UPGRADE TO RELEASE 4.1.R2.1139 ON MAINTRAIN ON 9/23 
 
Polaris upgraded MAINTRAIN to Release 4.1.R2.1139 on 9/23/2013.  
 

1. OLIS had a conference call on 9/18/13 with Polaris to review the task list and questions for Upgrade day. 
2. OLIS is testing new features on MAINTRAIN and tickets are being opened with Polaris to address 

issues.  
 

WEBSITE UPDATES & ADDITIONS 
 
OLIS made the following updates and additions to the olis.mainlib.org website 
 

1. Website Upgraded to version 3.6.1 
 

The olis.mainlib.org website was upgraded successfully to the latest version of Word Press, version 3.6.1 
on September 16th. This upgrade primarily fixes several security-related issues.  
 
A more obvious improvement is the new search feature on the Events page, resulting from an upgraded 
plugin, which displays both improved design and functionality. Visit the page and test-drive the new 
Advanced Search feature. Here is the link:  
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/events/ 
 
2. Passport to Imagination Contest 
 
Revisions to the press release for the Passport to Imagination contest were made and re-sent to the Star 
Ledger. 
 
A new Facebook cover image was designed, including promotional text, based on the original “balloon” 
illustration created for the Passport Web page. The cover image was created for libraries wishing to 
promote the contest via Facebook. Here is the link: 
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/passport-to-imagination/facebook-banner-db-1.jpg 
 
Additionally, two variations of the new Facebook cover image were created using different color schemes: 
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/passport-to-imagination/passport-cover-new-2.jpg 
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/passport-to-imagination/passport-cover-new-3.jpg 
 
 
 
3. The following updates were made to the mainlib.org website  

 
a. Removed Report Development and Web Hosting/DNS Services from the list of services offered 

on the OLIS home page. 

http://olis.mainlib.org/
http://olis.mainlib.org/events/
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/passport-to-imagination/facebook-banner-db-1.jpg
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/passport-to-imagination/passport-cover-new-2.jpg
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/main/passport-to-imagination/passport-cover-new-3.jpg
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b. Created a message on the Contact Form (Support Ticket) web page indicating that this form 

should no longer be used for email support and libraries should open a support ticket with 
Jersey Connect. 

 
 
4. MAIN Jobs Web Page 

 
Five (5) new job listings were uploaded for Madison, Mendham Borough, Riverdale and Rockaway 
Township Libraries. 
 
Job listings created earlier for Mendham Borough and Denville Libraries were removed. 
 
To view the complete job opening list, you can visit the following link: 
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/main-job-openings/ 

 
5. Group Purchase Order Documents 

 
Documents including Group Purchase Order Form, Recommended Hardware List and MAIN PC 
Retirement Dates were uploaded to web server and linked to Group Purchase Web page: 
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/pc-support/group-purchase/ 
 
 
6. Revised Public Database Menu (menu.mainlib.org) 

 
A new link for the NJ Libraries link on the public database menu was created which contains a search 
feature enabling users to search for libraries in their vicinity by County and by Town. Previous link was 
outdated and did not work. 
 
The new link points to http://www.njlibraries.org/ 

 
 
7. ILS Documentation – Circulation Tips  
 
Six (6) new Circ Tips were created and uploaded to the olis.mainlib.org website. 

 
a. Fill a Hold Request Using “Fill Request Now” 

 
This Circ Tip shows instructions for using the Fill Request Now feature to immediately capture an 
item to fill a Hold Request. It is located at the following URL:  
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-fill-request-now.pdf 
 
b. Claims Returned and Claims Never Checked-Out 

 
This Circ Tip provides recommendations for how libraries can handle items within the Claims 
Returned and Claims Never Checked Out categories. It is located at the following URL:  
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-claims-returned-never-
checked-out.pdf 
 

http://olis.mainlib.org/main-job-openings/
http://olis.mainlib.org/pc-support/group-purchase/
http://www.njlibraries.org/
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-fill-request-now.pdf
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-claims-returned-never-checked-out.pdf
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-claims-returned-never-checked-out.pdf
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c. Checking for Long-Transited Items  
 
It is good practice to check on a regular basis for items that have been in transit for more than 30 
days. This detailed Circ Tip shows you how to do this using both the Polaris staff client and Simply 
Reports. It is located at the following URL: 
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-long-transited-items.pdf 
 
d.  Library Items Lost 

 
This comprehensive document provides detailed instructions for handling lost items at your 
library. It is located at the following URL:  
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-lost-items.pdf 
 
e. Correcting MUF Statistical Codes 

This Circ Tip has detailed instructions for using Simply Reports to correct statistical codes in MUF 
patron records and is located at the following URL: 

http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-correct-muf-stat-codes-1.pdf 
 
f. Correcting MUF Statistical Codes (Second Technique) 

 
This Circ Tip uses another approach for correcting statistical codes in MUF patron records using 
Simply Reports. It is located at the following URL: 
 
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-correct-muf-stat-codes-2.pdf 
 

To view additional Circ Tips, use the following URL: 
 

http://olis.mainlib.org/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ 
 

 
POLARIS ILS 
 
Online Patron Registrations:  Purging Inactive PACREGxxxx 
 
Eleven (11) inactive PACREG patron registrations were deleted on Sep 16 and a spreadsheet of the deleted patrons 
was sent to all libraries’ circulation accounts.  
 
2014 Library Closed Dates 
 
An email notification including 2014 Closed Date form was sent on September 24th, to the libraries, asking them to 
send us the 2014 Closed Dates by October 17th. 
 
Libraries are asked to send, at the minimum, dates for the months of January and February so that 28-day items 
charged out during these months have the correct due dates. 
 
Withdrawn Records were purged for September 
 
Items in the CIRCULATION STATUS of WITHDRAWN were deleted.  There were 19,783 withdrawn items.   

http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-long-transited-items.pdf
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-lost-items.pdf
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-correct-muf-stat-codes-1.pdf
http://olis.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/ct-correct-muf-stat-codes-2.pdf
http://olis.mainlib.org/ils-support/polaris-circ-tips/
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Patrons Expired as of 9/15/2010 were purged on 9/16/2013 
 
On September 16th we purged patrons whose privileges expired more than three years ago; i.e., prior to September 
15, 2010 and whose fees totaled $5 or less. 
  
Preliminary to the expired patron purge, on June 17th we delivered in email to each library a spreadsheet listing 
expired patrons to be deleted.  In addition a corresponding record set was created for each library for these patrons. 
 
That "90-day warning" was an opportunity for each library to remove patrons from its record set of patrons whose 
privileges have been renewed so that the remaining expired patrons could be deleted. 
 
We deleted 26,548 patrons whose privileges expired three years ago, and, after the patron purge, there remain 119 
patron records that could not be deleted. 
 
“Collection” column added at check-in 
 
As requested by the ILS Committee, a new column was added to both the normal and the bulk check-in workforms. 
The new column listing “Collection” is on the far right, after Patron Name. 
 
 
PAC Updates 
 
1. Publicized the OverDrive Big Library Read Program by putting up a new content carousel during September 16 

– 30 promotion period with links to the free e-Book and e-Audiobook. 
  
2. Wording was changed on Power PAC and Mobile PAC to alleviate confusion for the patrons:  

 
The incorrect message "There is no password assigned to this account" was changed to "This account was not 
found. Please contact the library." 
 

 
 

_______________________ 


